2017 Northwest Residents Conference

Friday, June 9, 2017  1:00 pm-6:30 pm

2017 Perspectives on Treatment & Management of Ocular Disease Posterior Segment (PS) |Part 1
- **Kristin Yandrich, OD:** Proliferative Retinopathy Secondary to Cryoglobulinemia Associated with Retinal Vasculitis in Hepatitis C
- **Katie Dailey, OD:** Acute Syphilitic Posterior Placoid Chorioretinitis: A Case Report and Disease Review
- **Timothy Mock, OD:** Spontaneous and Vision Threatening Choroidal Neovascular Nets: An In-Depth Presentation

2017 Perspectives on Principles of Diagnosis (PD)
- **Kerri Norris, OD:** Who Turned Out the Lights: Embolic Causes of Transient Monocular Visual Field Loss and a Review of Most Valuable Diagnostic Testing

2017 Perspectives on Glaucoma (GL)
- **Dayna Yim, OD:** A Case Series on Neovascular Glaucoma
- **Prajkta Ingle, OD:** The Effects of Vitreopapillary Traction at the Optic Nerve when Interpreting Optical Coherence Tomography

2017 Perspectives on Treatment & Management of Ocular Disease Anterior Segment (AS)
- **Dane Sultzer, OD:** Acquired Iris and Angle Abnormalities
- **Alanna Louie, OD:** What “Liths” in the Lacrimal System?
- **Stephanie Ivor-Smith, OD:** Uveitis Savvy
- **Alise Gentry, OD:** Ocular Cicatricial Pemphigoid: A Case Report and Review

Saturday, June 10, 2017  9:00 am-3:00 pm

2016 Perspectives on Systemic|Ocular Disease (SD)
- **Emily Bucher, OD:** Pathophysiology of Retinopathy – Beyond the Basics

2017 Perspectives on Refractive Surgery Management (RS)
- **Marc Harrie, OD:** IntraCorneal Inlays for Presbyopia

2017 Perspectives on Neuro-Optometry (NO)
- **Hannah Holtorf, OD:** Diplopia Management in Patients with Parkinson’s Disease
- **Justin Burgerson, OD:** Asymptomatic VF Loss: The Case of a Failed DMV Test

2017 Perspectives on Contact Lenses (CL)
- **Emily Korszen, OD:** Do Modern Scleral Lenses Provide Adequate Oxygen to the Cornea?
- **Rebecca Lee, OD:** Prosthetic Contact Lenses: More than Cosmesis

2017 Perspectives on Functional Vision (FV)
- **Kelsey Sieg, OD:** Divergence Excess Treatment Approaches
- **Jamie Bergmark, OD:** The Role of Vision Therapy in Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation
- **Cara Sczpanski, OD:** Case Presentation and Management of Constant Alternating Exotropia with Vision Therapy

2017 Perspectives on Treatment & Management of Ocular Disease Posterior Segment (PS) Part 2
- **Josh Clermont, OD:** Peripapillary Retinoschisis: A Case Report and Review of the Literature
- **Sajal Sudhir Patel, OD:** Sickle Cell Retinopathy: A Case Study
- **Ben Jager, OD:** Optical Coherence Tomography Findings in Acute and Chronic Branch Retinal Artery Occlusions in a Single Patient